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Math
We spent this week working on 2 and 3
digit multiplication. Remembering the
process and all the steps can be tricky!
Just remember that practice makes
perfect! Next week we will be looking
more at multiplication, probability, and
finding quotients with mixed numbers.

Science
This week the students focused on the
atmosphere and hydrosphere and how
they interact. We also took a quiz and did
an interactivity on the biosphere and
geosphere.

Geography
This week we wrapped up our unit on
Central America. We took our Chapter 7
test and also spent time looking ahead to
our next unit on South America.

Reminders
-S.T.A.R.T. essays are due on Monday!
Officer Neupert will be coming in and the
kids will have the opportunity to share
their essay with the class.
-Book report due on December 15th. The
students are to read a Realistic Fiction
book and create a slideshow on Google
drive.
-Early Dismissal next Friday, December
17th.

Reading
We are getting close to the end of The
Westing Game. We have learned who the
bookie, bomber, and mistake are so far. We
are still trying to figure out the murderer and
the burglar. Be sure to ask your child who
they are suspicious of! The kids made a
“Wanted Poster” telling who they feel is most
suspicious.

Spelling
The spelling words for the upcoming
week are as follows: awhile, where,
thought, athletes, truthful, purchases,
exchange, though, rhythm, children,
chocolates, friendship, together, white,
watches, arithmetic, months, length

Religion
The Memory for the upcoming week is:
“And the angel said unto them, Fear not:
for, behold, I bring you good tidings of
great joy, which shall be to all people.
For unto you is born this day in the city of
David a Saviour, which is Christ the Lord”
Luke 2:10-11

Grammar
This week we the students learned about
present and past participles. Participles can
be very confusing when it’s first introduced,
but the 5th graders knocked it out of the
park! I am very impressed on how quickly
they picked up how to identify past
participles and present participles.


